
 
 
 
 

Birds-eye view of the Aboyne launch point – Charlotte Cunningham 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB 

WINTER NEWSLETTER 

2017/2018 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Deeside Gliding Club 

has seen a very 

successful winter, with 

rapid development of 

the simulator, the 

Perkoz arrival just 

around the corner, and 

a whole host of 

achievements earned by 

club members! Based on 

the amazing start to the 

year, 2018 is looking to 

be a very productive 

and memorable year for 

the club. 

 

 

NEW YEAR’S DAY 

FLYING 

Many members made their way 

to the club on New Year’s Day 

to do some gliding. There were 

thirteen flights in total - Iain 

MacDonald completed his 

second flight in the Junior, 

Brian Crouch & Sue Heard flew 

mutually, as did Alistair 

Cunningham and Lewis 

Mackland. Hopefully the 

tradition will continue over 

years to follow.  

Taken by Roy Garden in his LAK17, West 
of Ballater 

Alistair Cunningham and his passenger enjoying aerobatics 

There was weak wave 

throughout the day, 

however it couldn’t be 

utilised without a high-

performance glider. The 

visibility made for truly 

stunning views – overall, 

a great day for a New 

Year’s Day Flight  

Iain MacDonald ready for his second flight in the Junior, with Brian 
Crouch alongside him 



 
 
 
 

October wave - snapped by one of the visitors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MEMBER ACHIEVEMENTS 
In December 2017, Iain Macdonald 

transitioned onto the SZD Junior and 

had a very safe & enjoyable flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sue Heard flew solo again after many 

years of absence. She managed to soar 

in the evening wave too – perfect 

conditions for a re-solo! 

 

 

 

 

The day was unsoarable, yet the 

visibility compensated – the snowy 

hilltops made for some breath-taking 

views. 

On the day, Iain MacDonald and 

William Brydges completed their 

Bronze Skills Test in the Puchacz, 

achieving their Bronze Endorsements. 

 

Brian Crouch flew the ASW19 for the 

first time, managing to access some 

weak wave over Morven.  

 

 

 

 

Cockpit of the SZD Junior - snapped by Iain MacDonald 

SUNDAY 7TH JANUARY 

2018  

Maddy Draper achieved her Bronze 

Endorsement two weeks later, and 

Alistair Cunningham gained his Standard 

Aerobatics badge! 

 

Weak wave over Logie Coldstone - Iain MacDonald 

Maddy Draper achieved her Bronze 

Endorsement two weeks later, and 

Alistair Cunningham gained his Standard 

Aerobatics badge.  

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

Wingover in the Puchacz - taken by William Brydges 

View of Deeside Gliding Club from the Simulator 

Spinning on the Simulator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIMULATOR 
For over a year, a group of club 

members have been putting a lot of 

time and effort into the simulator. 

The purpose of the simulator is to 

reduce the pre-solo training cost and 

duration. The ASK7 fuselage is being 

used, along with three screens and 

many useful features. 

As of April, the simulator will 

permanently be placed in a portacabin 

behind the clubhouse, as opposed to 

the wooden workshop. This means 

that pre-flight briefings can be done 

more conveniently.  

USE OF SIMULATOR 

The simulator is always being improved 

for training – currently we are looking to 

add instrument panels and improve the 

display. Alistair Cunningham has been 

kind enough to donate six Samsung 

surround-sound speakers, including a 

subwoofer for added depth and realism. 

The student will feel truly immersed in 

the cockpit, especially with the walls of 

the cabin painted dark grey. 

The programme simulates flight 

characteristics accurately, meaning that 

stall and spin training is possible on the 

simulator, along with aerotow and 

general handling training. A manual is 

next to the simulator, so you can refer 

to it if necessary. If you have any queries 

regarding the simulator, then you should 

contact David Innes, William Brydges or 

Alistair Cunningham. 

We are eager to see the simulator 

be used by instructors and pupils. 

We are anticipating a rapid 

increase in students’ progression, 

and a decrease in training cost and 

duration.  



 
 
 
 

Demonstration SZD54 Perkoz in wave above Deeside 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The wings are currently in 

the paint shop and the 

instruments are in transit. 

The registration of the 

aircraft will be G-CLVO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

As promised, Deeside Gliding 

Club’s Perkoz is still due to 

arrive in April 2018. After 

the demonstration Perkoz 

came to Aboyne for two days 

in August, members were 

dazzled by the aircraft’s 

capabilities -  a great soaring 

machine with the glide ratio 

of a Discus, also an unlimited 

aerobatic glider which can 

handle any aerobatic 

manoeuvre imaginable.  

SZD-54 PERKOZ 

THE INSTRUMENTS 

As you can see the, the Perkoz will be fitted 

with a transponder and an LX Navigation Zeus 

4.3” display. This has a built-in flight 

recorder, a 3D terrain display, and many more 

great features. Find out more at: 

www.lxnavigation.com/ 

 

 

Unfortunately, we did not get a sufficient 

number of votes for the Aviva funding, so we 

will need to hold on for a 2nd Perkoz, 

however, the cub is applying to Sport Scotland 

for a grant of up to 50% of the cost of a 

Perkoz, so we are all very hopeful.  

It’s clear that the glider is going to have a 

fresh, clinical appearance and feel. It’s also 

apparent that the Perkoz has a growing 

reputation around other clubs too.  

 

Front Panel 

Rear Panel 

Second Perkoz?  The rear panel has the same 

instruments as in the front, 

including the LX Navigation Zeus 

display. It’s safe to say that this 

glider will be great for gliding 

across the whole spectrum – 

from lengthy tasks to inverted 

spins! 

DON’T 

PANIC 

Front Panel 

The wings are currently in 

the paint shop and the 

instruments are in transit. 

The registration will be     

G-CLVO. 

http://www.lxnavigation.com/


 
 
 
 

Demonstration Perkoz flying over Deeside Gliding Club 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Despite the cold weather, 

some impressive flights 

were done this winter. 

Below are some of the 

outstanding flights achieved 

this winter, with some 

comments by the pilots that 

flew them. It shows that 

many of us had a good 

ending to 2017, and a 

brilliant start to 2018! 

OUTSTANDING FLIGHTS  

FIRST FLIGHT OF 2018 
I launched just as signs of wave started to appear 

near Morven. It was very weak, the wave was 

collapsing and reforming in different places, and the 

clouds didn’t always seem to be telling the truth. I 

struggled to stay up and dipped below my tow 

height (3000’) a few times. Eventually I climbed to 

5700’. The views across the snow-covered 

Cairngorms made it more than worth the effort. 

- Dylan Bodrell, Junior Member 

 On Thursday 28th December, 

Deeside Gliding Club made an 

appearance on BBC Scotland, as 

Cameron McNeish takes to the 

skies with David Innes. You can 

watch this episode (no. 2) on BBC 

iPlayer, ‘the Adventure Show’.  

A group of pilots from Portmoak visited in 

February – they left with gold heights and 

silver distances! Despite the challenging 

conditions, they were still gobsmacked by 

the amazing soaring opportunities Aboyne 

has to offer. 
SATURDAY 17TH FEBRUARY 

Many members turned up 

anticipating short flights, and went 

home having had great wave flights! 

Graeme Campbell and Ruth Housden 

did some training in the wave. Sue 

Heard also took a launch in the 

evening and enjoyed the last of the 

wave! 

 

 

David Innes (left), Cameron McNeish (right) 



 
 
 
 

Air-to-air shot of G-CICY, taken by WolfTheAviator 

Wave soaring in the Capstan - Charlie Jordan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NEW INSTRUCTORS 
Over the previous few months 

Alistair Cunningham, Dave Moore 

and Kieren MacGregor have been 

working extremely hard towards 

gaining their basic instructor 

ratings. After some flights with 

regional examiner, Colin Sword, 

the three members had their basic 

instructor ratings under their 

belts. 

Alistair, Dave and Kieren are 

looking forward to taking trial 

lessons flying and easing the 

workload on the busy days! 

By 2020 there is expected to be 

several more basic instructors, given 

the growing number of Junior pilots 

at the club. The club’s simulator will 

allow them to get practice 

conducting trial flights when the 

weather is poor, so it shouldn’t be 

long until we have a new batch of 

instructors! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Having young instructors will attract more 

youngsters to try gliding and become 

members.  Becoming an instructor has been 

made much easier by the creation of the 

Scottish Gliding Association, who have 

kindly supported the new instructors 

financially.  
Into the wave! - William Brydges 



 
 
 
 

Instruments in the Discus 

G-CHXH with its new look 

 

 

 

  

 

  

INSTRUMENT UPGRADES 
The club’s Discus has been fitted with an LX 

Era 80 variometer, a FLARM unit and Kanardia 

Horis Horizon unit.  

The LX Era 80 has many great features, such 

as: thermal centring assist, moving map, 

accurate glide computer, adjustable 

variometer scale and much more.  

The HORIS Horizon allows for increased safety 

in cloud flying as it has a very accurate 

artificial horizon, airspeed indicator and 

altimeter.  

FLARM is also included which reduces the 

overall risk of a collision. It will warn the pilot 

(visually and aurally) when they are on a 

collision course with another aircraft. 

The ASW19 is due to get these instruments 

fitted. Following the installation of a new radio 

and FLARM in the club’s Puchacz in 2017, it is 

also due an upgrade.  

 

 

 

 

The Discus was also fitted with 

an Oudie 2 GPS sysem. This 

includes a live moving map, 

accurate glide computer, 

lift/sink trace and much more.  

 

These new instruments will 

make cross-country flying much 

easier and enjoyable. The old 

variometers were outdated and 

beginning to fail. Soon, the 

entire club fleet will have 

leading edge avionics, and as a 

result, increased reliability.  



 
 
 
 

New Fire Alarm System 

Installation of fibre-optic broadband 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR AND TUGGIE 2018 

 

CLUB UPDATES 

We are delighted to hear that Jakub 

Hlavacek is returning for the 2018 flying 

season. 

We will also have a new residential tug 

pilot, Levente Molnar, from Hungary. 

Levente is an experienced glider pilot and 

tug pilot.  

BRIEFING VIDEO 

Iain MacDonald has been working hard 

in making a trial lesson briefing video. 

This will save a lot of time on busy 

days as trial lessons won’t need to 

receive a full briefing. The video will 

be played on the clubhouse TV.  

FIRE ALARM 

SYSTEM 
Brian Crouch project managed the 

installation of a new fire alarm system in 

the clubhouse. 

NEW FIBRE-OPTIC 

BROADBAND  

After years of trying by Mike Whyment, 

Neil Shaw and Dave Ellis, the club 

finally has ultrafast internet. Although 

the new speeds won’t bring better 

weather, we will be able to get the 

forecasts sooner! 

 

 NEW TUGGIES 

Steve Kenyon Roberts is currently 

training on the Eurofox so he can 

become a tug pilot. Alistair 

Cunningham and Kieren MacGregor are 

also looking at getting their taildragger 

ratings so that they can tug at Aboyne 

too.  

Soaring above the clouds - Alistair Cunningham 



 
 
 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Deeside Gliding Club 

Aboyne Airfield, Dinnet, Aboyne 

Aberdeenshire 

AB34 5LB 

Telephone: 013398 85339 

E-mail: office@deesideglidingclub.co.uk 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/glidedeeside/ 

mailto:office@deesideglidingclub.co.uk

